
Simple to use, the hardest thing about FrontRow To Go 
is just taking it out of the box. This national standard in 
portable classroom communication packs 15 years of 
acoustical research into its super-light 11-pound case. 
Two precision-mounted speakers provide amazingly even 
coverage of the entire classroom in a way that few multi-
speaker systems – and no single speaker – can match.

Untethered learning.

Taking the class outside to explore nature or play  
a game? FrontRow To Go comes with you – its  
powerful built-in battery can last a full day of  
teaching even if there’s no outlet in sight.

Worry-free charging.

The number one destroyer of electronics isn’t  
kids or klutzes, it’s accidental recharging of alkaline  
batteries. That’s why FrontRow products use our  
exclusive SmartCharge technology. Your system knows 
which batteries are safe to charge – protecting your 
investment for years to come.
 

A TYPICAL PACKAGE
•  Teacher body-worn transmitter

•  Boom microphone

•  Charging stand

•   FrontRow To Go team-teaching  
base station / speaker

•  Optional student hand-held transmitter

FRONTROW TO GO

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmitter : 921T body-worn and/or 922T handheld
Receiver : 920SR two-channel base station / speaker
Channels : 16 narrow-band
Carrier Frequency : 173 or 216MHz
Frequency Response : 100Hz - 10kHz
Typical Range : >34m / 110ft

Nancy Morrison from Pine Forest Elementary, TX on FrontRow:

We saw the difference between the classrooms with FrontRow 
active learning systems and those without. One thing that stood out 
so distinctly was that in the classrooms with active learning systems 
the children were very attentive to the teacher, and were a lot 
quieter themselves. Even in group learning, kids pick up on things  
so much quicker. The other major benefit is that teachers aren’t 
tired at the end of day. We are finalizing installation in all our  
31 classrooms from elementary to high school.

FrontRow To Go’s unique line array design directs more sound  
energy towards the back of the classroom where it belongs than 
into the ceiling or floor. That’s why it’s the only “one-speaker”  
solution that can rival a four-speaker system for coverage.

FrontRow To Go dispersion pattern
Typical single-speaker dispersion pattern



Dan Gurney from Dunham Elementary, CA on FrontRow:

I’ve noticed a remarkable improvement in listening behaviors, 
especially for children at risk. Everyone can hear the lesson. 
Everyone is engaged. Using the FrontRow system, every seat on  
the storybook rug is a front row seat as far as sound is concerned. 
I’m sure that it benefits the children most in need of help.

The classic active learning solution, FrontRow Tempo 
combines the simplicity of the To Go system with  
the sophisticated integration possibilities of our Pro 
product. Four superbly natural-sounding wall or ceiling 
speakers ensure clear distribution of the teacher’s 
voice to every student.

Active learning in overdrive.

Our exclusive OptiVoice technology takes clarity a  
step farther, maximizing students’ ability to hear,  
particularly during your classroom’s noisiest moments.  
By emphasizing speech frequencies that are most critical 
to understanding, teachers can ensure maximum  
performance for critical activities such as test taking, 
directions, and foreign language instruction.

A wireless marvel.

An inexperienced company could turn the advantage 
of radio-based sound systems — easy setup — into a 
hassle of interference. But with FrontRow Tempo you 
enjoy one of the world’s most robust narrow-band  
wireless systems. Our engineers boast about its  
impressive ‘adjacent channel filtering’ and outstanding 
‘intermod performance,’ but all you’ll notice is that it 
works beautifully. Letting you teach beautifully. 

A TYPICAL PACKAGE
•  Teacher body-worn transmitter

•  Boom microphone

•  FrontRow Tempo base station

•  Four wall or ceiling speakers

•   Cables for integration with other  
teaching technology

•  Optional student hand-held transmitter

FRONTROW TEMPO

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmitter : 330T / 340T body-worn
Receiver : 230R base station 
Channels : 19 narrow-band
Carrier Frequency : 173 or 216MHz
Frequency Response: 20Hz - 20kHz
Typical Range: >50m / 160ft



SPECIFICATIONS

Transmitter : 930TM necklace / 930T body-worn  
/ 922T handheld
Receiver : 930R team-teaching base station
Channels : 2 wide-band
Carrier Frequency : 2.3 and 2.8 MHz
Frequency Response : 50Hz - 16kHz
Typical Range : >19m / 60ft

Henry Vecchioni from Spencer Elementary, MI on FrontRow:

My staff loves their systems. They feel less fatigued at the end  
of the day, and they never have to raise their voice. We notice  
a difference in how our early elementary children attend.

Quite simply, this is the most teacher-friendly way to 
improve learning in every classroom in your district. 
Our elegantly-crafted and astonishingly light-weight 
transmitters conform to and support your teaching style. 
Combine that quality with an unsurpassed ability to bring 
to life all the rich multimedia content you’ve worked  
so hard to prepare, and it’s no wonder that teachers 
rave about FrontRow Pro as the best-sounding – and 
best-looking – active learning product available.

A TYPICAL PACKAGE
•  Teacher pendant transmitter / microphone 

•  FrontRow Pro team-teaching base station

•  Four wall or ceiling speakers

•   Cables for integration with other 
teaching technology

•   Optional student hand-held transmitter

Nothing easier. Nothing more powerful.

FrontRow Pro embodies our core design 
philosophy: strength inside, simplicity  
outside. A transmitter so efficient that a 
single battery powers it all day — so  
teachers barely know they’re wearing it.  

A receiver so smartly-constructed that installers can  
connect computers, projectors, and DVDs — all while 
taking up less space than a standard dictionary and  
keeping the controls to a supremely manageable five. 
We get it. So you can get on with teaching.

Lives up to your ambitions.

You’ve got a vision for the future of education: engaged 
students and innovative teachers using the most  
powerful instructional technology. Not just in your  
classroom, but in every classroom. Because its true 
stereo inputs can handle anything you can throw at it, 
FrontRow Pro is the backbone of that revolution, uniting 
computers, DVDs, data projectors, and more with the 
power of the spoken word. 

FRONTROW PRO


